Conquer « Space »!
Most people living with ADHD are aware of their difficulties in terms of time and space
management. Regardless of age, the person living with ADHD takes advantage in
organizing his environment to lower the impact of ADHD on his efficiency.
Confronted to the mess piling up, many get discouraged: either they don’t know where
to begin or because they are not able to hold on to their good resolutions.
Here are some tricks who will allow you to conquer your « space » without falling into
the moon!

Minimise the time spent on searching for your stuff
 Decide on precise places to put your important objects (i.e.: key hook).
 Establish a « lift off » zone and a « landing » zone. Like a space shuttle, we land
home; better plan what goes where. Lift off must be planned, ideally the day or the
night before. Choose a zone where you will put what you need for the next day.
 Opt for a storage system allowing you to keep what’s important at sight. What
goes out of your sight goes out of your mind!
 Get rid of unnecessary decoration items: it diminishes the time spent dusting and
lightens the visual field.
 Use color codes (i.e.: red : urgent, green : not urgent; blue : bills, yellow : kids’
school documents).
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Reduce the sources of distraction
 Place your work desk in a way it is as little as possible exposed to irrelevant
visual stimuli.
 Reduce the sound level (ear plugs or headset).
 Keep the temptations away (i.e.: textos, e-mails, Internet, games and social
media).
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 Post an «availability schedule» for your colleagues to see to avoid being
constantly disturbed.

Reduce scattering
 Build your tasks list by priorities; often look at it. (See document :
Secrets for Efficiency : Maximizing Time! )
 Place memos in strategic places (i.e.: message call back a friend near
the phone, memo to bring back the lunch box near the keys).
 Keep what is pertinent grouped and at hand (ex.: calculator, stamps,
envelopes, pencils and computer for the bills).
 Eliminate the «To do» and «To classify» piles.
 Applying the OHIO (Only Handle It Once) principle avoids getting
overwhelmed in paperwork (i.e.: open your mail when you are ready
to handle it, follow-up at once then immediately file what must be
kept).
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